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I NTRODUCT I ON

introduced by the reform of the structural
1988
enabled
the
Commission , on its own initiative, "
Funds in

An important innovation

propose to the Member States that they submit

applications for

the
ass i stance in respect of measures of sign i fi cant interest to (1)
development
plans
not covered by Member States
Community

were more
Measures of significant interest to the Community
(2) which
Fund
regulation
the
Reglonal
defined
only
in
closelY
directs Commission initiatives under the ERDF towards problems

associated with the implementation of other Community pol icies, the
level and problems
application of Community policies at
common to certain categories of regions.

regional

NO amount was specified for the resources which could be devoted to
Community initiatives, but it was clear at least for the ERDF that
this could not exceed 15% of the total (3) and that the bulk of the
Funds were to be disbursed through Community Support Frameworks
negotiated on the basis of the Member States ' plans.

The Structural Funds are the principal means through which the
Community expresses sol idarity with its weaker regions and those
need of particular assistance. They are at their most effective
fulfi II ing this role when the measures funded respond to locally
generated ideas and translate into additional and tangible action
the ground , bringing the Community closer to its citizens.
While this type of action is not the exclusive domaine of Community

on

initiatives, it

is nevertheless particularly through these

initiatives that the cohesion effort of the Community has become
appreciated and understood at a decentral ised level.

better

Community initiatives, by allowing the Community to make a specific
and focussed response to prob lems wh i ch t hrea ten t he live Ii hood of
its citizens , or frustrate their ability to break into the virtuous
Market , give
the Commun i ty real i ty and re I evance on the ground.

circle of rising prosperity offered by the Internal

Community initiatives provide flexibility and
offer special possibilities for cooperation and innovation:

More specifically,

which
first Community initiatives can encompass measures
generally
CSFs
are
borders.
The
beyond
national
extend
individual Member State or
confined to measures withJfor
region. Community initiatives thus provide a framework
know81).

encouraging transnational cooperation and the pool ing of
how in areas of shared concern;

(1) Article 11

of Regulation 4253/88 (Coordination)
(2) Article 3. 2 of Regulation 4254/88 (ERDF)
(3) idem
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are an essential feature in
with a genuine Community dlmension

Community initiatives

second

structural pol

icies

contrast to Community financial instruments simply supporting

national policies. They provide a specific means by which
Community interests and priorities can be reflected in the

of

Commun i ty resources
supp I ement i ng the
a II ocat ion
essentially Member State- initiated priorities in the Community

Support Frameworks

and

giving additional emphasis

to the

pursuit of Community goals;

third, under the new system of multi-annual budgeting and

programming, needs arise during the programme period , which it
is not possible to foresee at the planning stage and which

call for a

special effort from the Community. Such efforts
need to be capable of being closely targeted and relatively
quickly mounted. They are particularly important for giving
additional help to areas and workers suffering acutely from
the process of industrial

fourth

change;

Community initiatives contribute to

innovation by

exper i ment i ng wi th new approaches. If successfu I , these may
become part of mainstream CSF funding

later.

The way in which the Commission and the Member States implemented
in the 1989- 93 planning period is described
Community
and ana lysed j n par t I I of t his paper. There is a consensus among
the Institutions (see part III) that Community initiatives should
cont i nue to account for par t of Structura I Fund i ntervent ions
period covered by the new financial perspective agreed at

initiatives

the

Edinburgh ,

1994- 99.

One of the lessons of the first period was the need for the Member
States to know at an earJJer ~tage what themes and. priorlties the
Commission i. ntended to cover under Community initiatives. The
CommisSion responded by announcing, at the time of putt ing forward

its proposals for modifications to the Structural Funds

regulations ,

its intention to publ ish a Green Paper or consultative
document on the future of Commun i ty i ni t i at i ves.

The present Green Paper is there-fore intended to encourage a wide
debate about the pr i or i t i e~ which need to be t ack I ed by Community
in it i at i ves duri ng the comi ng per iod. A. number of opti ons and
possible priorities. are put forward in this Green Paper as the
Commi.ssion s contribution to the debate. However , as wi II be clear

from the text which follows, the Commission itself is still at a
prel iminary stage in defining the approach to follow.

The debate should be based upon the lessons. which can be drawn from
experience in the first phase, while taking account of the present
challenges facing the Community. Circumstances are evidently very

di fferent from 1989:
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the internal market is now in place. An effort wi II be needed
to ensure industry benefits fully from this;

there is now a serious economic downturn with 17 million
in publ ic finances whic:h restricts
unemployed , and a

crisis

public investment in particular;
not only the weaker regions and

the traditional sectors are
feeling the pressure of competition and economic and social

change; increasingly the stronger regions and the heartland of
Community industry feel vulnerable;

the pol

itical landscape of Europe has fundamentally changed

wi th the deve lopments in centra I and eastern Europe and wi th

the Community preparing to admit new Members.
In short , the needs are even greater and more diverse than

Choices will need to be made

before.

of them.
if Community initiatives are to be

Obviously Community initiatives cannot address

all

sufficiently concentrated and to have genuine added value in terms
degree of consensus is
the i r deve lopment impact. Un I ess
established on those choices and on the reasons underlying them
future acti.on risks becoming too dispersed to be effective.

of

As the Commission is seeking a wide debate, it is inviting not only
the Member States , the European Pari iament , and the Economic and
Social Committee to participate , but equally I.ocal and regional
deve I opment agenci es , the econom i c and soc i a I par tners
and other interested parties. The Commission therefore intends to
give this Green Paper a wide circulation. The Commission would
before the end of Seotember
wel come observat ions on the Green Paper

au thor i ties,

It is hoped that this timetable wi II allow the Committee
Commission wi II

too. The

Regions to express an opinion
consul
evaluate
outcome of

the

the

tat ion

then

and propose draft

guidelines for Community initiatives , in time for these proposals
to be taken into account in the definition of the Community Support
Frameworks governing the Community s Structural interventions from

1994 onwards.
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CQW.4UNITY INITIATIVES 1989-93: A FIRST, POSITIVE EXPERIENCE

Initial Financial Decisions

first decision concerning specific Community
initiatives was taken on 22 November 1989, which was after the
Support Frameworks
all the Objective Community
had been necessary, when
(CSFs), except that for Greece. I

The Commission
adoption

of

deciding earl fer the resources avai lable for the CSF negotiations,

to determine the

initiatives.

overall amount

10. The Commission took the view

already allocated

to be set aside

that an

of

amount

for Communi ty

7 bi II ion Ecu

to Community programmes, namely

(te I ecommun i cat ions) , VALOR EN (renewab I e energy) ,
(conversion of iron and steel areas) and RENAVAL

shipbuilding areas), was to .be considered

STAR

RES I DER

(conversion of

as part of the sum

allocated to Community initiatives. The Commission decided to set

8 billion

further

Ecu for new Community
amount of 3.
initiatives and this was subsequently increased by a further 0.

aside a

bi Illon Ecu.
of

The

total

8 bi II ion Ecu represented near I Y 10%

of

the overall amount of 60. 3 billion Ecu allocated to the funds

(at 1989 pr

Deci s ions in Dr
of

11. The bulk

ices) .

i nci Die to launch in i t i at i ves

Community initiatives were decided

Commi ss ion in

in principle by the

two packages.

The f l rst package was. dec i ded on 22 November 1989 and compr i sed:
mi Illon Ecu

(1989 pri ces)
ENV I REG 500
I NTERREG 700

RECHAR 300
REGI S 200

STRIDE 400
2 100

env ironment in the reg

ions

cross- border co-operat ion
diversification

of

coal-mining areas

the outermost regions
regi ona I research and deve lopment

;--.
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The second package was dec i ded on 2 ~ay 1990:
million Ecu

(1989 pr Ices)
300 energy networks
200 advanced serv ices

REGEN
TELEMAT I QUE

re I ated to

100 business services I inked

PR I SMA

cross- border cooperation
new types of qLla I if i cat ions
equal opportunities for women in the labour market
access to the I abour market for hand i . capped and
minority groups

HORIZON

100
300
120
180

LEADER

4.0.0 Rura I deve lopment

INTERREG
EUROFORM
NOW

te I ecommun i cat ions

to the Single Market

1 700

The further 0. 3

billion EcU available for Community initiatives was

allocated to RETEX, KONVEH and an increase in the amount for the
NOW and HOR

I ION in it I at i ves.

the

time when programmes
Following these initial decisions , at
presented by Member States were adopted , some adjLlstments to the
above amounts were made. The figures given in the annex reflect
these adjustments and are in today s prices.
Method of Launch I no

12. The decision in principle was followed in each case by the adoption
of draft guide I Ines by the Commission. These were then the subject
of consultation , including an opinion from the relevant Advisory

Commlttee(s) of Member States ' representatives set up

Llnder the

Regulations and an opinion from the European Parliament , as well as

Social Committee. The Commission then
the .official
Journal. The period between the decision of principle and

from the Economic and

adopted definitive guidelines and published them in

publication in the .official Journal varied between 6 and 1.0 months.
Member States were invited to submit programmes within 6 months of
the Official Journal publication. Programmes were agreed by the
Commission on average wi thin a further 6 months.
Descrictlon of existina

initiatives

13. A short description of each initiative is given in the annex to
intended to publ ish
th i s paper. I n the near future it
sLlpplement which presents for each initiative the principal

is

characteristics of the actions being

funded.
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Positive features to be consol

Idated in the next

chase

into operation in. the

14. Programmes under most initiatives only came

middle of the planning period and it is too early to draw f.irm
conclusions from
ex cost evaluations of their impact. Evaluation
is in hand and the resu1ts will help in the preparation of future
programmes. Never the less, some I essons can a I ready be I earned.

15. Despite the small

size of many of the programmes implementing

Community initiatives , they have nevertheless tended to be one of
the more locally appreciated elements of the Community s structural
INTERREG, LEADER , NOW
HOR I ZON. Commun i ty in i ti at I ves
aroused interest
generated ide.
and provided a framework for cooperat ion to

interventions. This is particularly true of

and

as

extent out of

have

all

the

proportion to
resources involved. A
innovative
combination of factors is responsible for
character of the initiative (INTERREG, PRISMA), the involvement of

people at

for example,

the

this: the

most local level (LEADER), the

targeting of particular groups (NOW , HORIZON), the I ink with other
developments and pol icies (ENVIREG , STRIDE) and so on. Interest is
Community initiatives provide
enhanced by the
programmes which are genuinely additional in relation to Member

fact that

also

States '

own efforts.

16. The manner

structural

pol icies are
main beneficiary regions , they are
the Community
commitment to . cohesion.
outward sign
concern
Elsewhere the Funds help to demonstrate the Community

perceived is

the

in which the Community

important: in the

of

with the specific development

and conversion problems that can
Application of the partnership principle means
arise there
the direct involvement of regional and local interests and brings

too.

the Community closer to its

citizens.

17. In general the additionality of Community initiatives has been
ensured , despite the difficulty of some Member States in finding

their national contribution. Moreover,

the

initiatives have

provided an opportunity to test innovative approaches.

quality standards (PRISMA).

18. The specific experience

Particular

in the field of vocational
to i ndustr i

examples are innovative projects
tra i n i ng (EUROFORM) and bus i ness servi ces re I ated

of

a I

trans-national cooperation which

characterises several Community initiatives is of particular value
in strengthening the exchange of experience and know- how , which has

been of

addition

real benefit especially to the less- favoured regions. In
establishing networks of international co-operation

within LEADER,

INTERREG , EUROFORM , NOW

HORIZON has been very

fruitful despite difficulties in stimulating this type
cooperation within the Structural Funds: ' By encouraging
co-operat ion and the exchange of know- how between those

different Member States who have the same prob I ems to dea I wi th , a
more efficient approach to pol icy-making is obtained. ThJs
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approach of networking and transnational cooperation , which is one
of the main forms of added value of Community initiatives, should
in this
feature within a number of the themes
document as a possible framework for future Initiatives.

identified later

19. Some of the initiatives in the present phase e. g. PRISMA , clearly
have as one of their main objectives the reinforcement of the
Single Market. Assistance to measures for the completion of the
internal market should continue to be part of the aims of future
initiatives. This should particularly be the case for initiatives
benefiting Objective 1 regions.

20. Where the impact of an existing initiative derives in particular
it may be
from the innovatory nature of the measures supported
necessary to examine whether , given the experience obtained during
is useful in all cases to continue these
the present period
actions in the framework of Community initiatives. Some of these
actions could be integrated into Community Support Frameworks as

, it

becomes more straightforward.
their practical implementation
, ENVIREG). Other mor. e complex actions
(Examples: STAR , TELEMATIQUE

and in particular those which imply interregional or transnational
cooperation would seem to require a continued effort particularly
in the Objective 1 regions. Innovatory act ions wi II , of course,
remain an essential feature of Community initiatives.

Factors to be taken into account

in the next chase

initiatives

the

implementation of Community
21. The experience of
the period 1989- 1993 has brought out some problems which reduced
In particular , the Commission accepted in its
proposals for Structural Funds financing after 1993 (COM(92)2000)

their efficiency.

and in its Mid- Term Review (COM(92)84) that there had been too many
in the 1989- 93 period , bearing
separate Community

initiatives

that the

result had been an
mind the resources available, and
unwelcome number of very small operational programmes. These
involved a disproportionate administrative effort for the amount of

action generated on the ground. The Commission is thus already
committed to introducing a smaller number of initiatives than

before.
22. As indicated in the Introduction , a difficulty that arose for the
launched after
Member States was that Community

initiatives were
they had comp I eted the i r own p I ann i ng process. The subsequent

addition of programmes under Community initiatives was seen by some

Member States as distorting spending priorities. The Commission

bel ieves that the adjustment of priorities is legit1mate and even
necessary, espec i all y where ~ i rcumstances change or where a
different emphasis is given to a p-articular priority at national

and Community

levels.

It is nevertheless recognised that the

coherence of the planning and programming process requires that the

outline for the
priorities for Community initiatives and theparallel
with the
allocat10n of resources should be established in
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CSF proce$s. Hence the pub t i cat i on of

th i s Green Paper and the

timetable for concluding the consultations on it set out in the

I ntroduct ion.
23. The Implementation on the ground of Community initiatives began
practice in the middle of the present programming period. This
in the first place because decisions of principle were taken later
than those concerning CSFs and were then followed by further delays

as programmes were prepared.
This late start led to a restricted period for implementation
limited to two to three years, which is evidently very challenging,
particularly for innovative action$. There is , therefore, much to
be gained from a launching of the majority of initiatives at the
very beginning of the next programming period starting in 1994.

24. The allocation of the Community initiative resources in 1990 meant
very little margln to react to problems which

that there was
later stage, namely

emerged at a

the

increasing competitive

pressures on the Community s textile and clothing industry and the
welcome but unexpected rundown in defence spending in the wake of

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. It was only
I imited way in 1993. This
experience points to holding some resources for Community
events in

possible to cover these problems in a
initiatives in reserve.

25. The Community

assistance is

capacity to bring to bear Structural Funds
limited by the rules governing geographical

Many of the areas most dependent on defence-related
industry or military installations, for example , fall outside the
reg ions e I i g i b I e for ass i stance under Ob j ecti ves 1 , 2 and 5b.

el igibi I ity.

Under present rUles ., the ERDF

actions exclude

almost entirely

expenditure outsideellgJble areas, while the ESF' s actions outside

the assisted regions

are

I imited to those

in support of young

people entering the labour market and of the long- term unemployed
or those threatened with long- term unemployment. These rules also
made it difficult to provide for balanced cross- border cooperation
programmes under I NTERREG where some of the border areas concerned
were eligible and other adjoining areas were not.

at all
at Edinburgh , greater
flexibi
is warranted. This is why the Commission has proposed
in its modified Fund regulations that in addition to what wi II be
imited amount of Community
possible under Objectives 3 and 4
initiatives resources should be able to be spent outside el igible

Whi Ie the principle of

concentration has been reaffirmed

levels, including by the European Counci I
I ity

,a

areas.

...; 11 ~

III PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING FUTURE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

Pol it ica I context
26. The conclusions of the European Council at
following guidance for future

Edinburgh include the

pol icy on Community initiatives:

The allocation for Community initiatives should be between 5 and
10% of total resources committed under the Structural Funds. They

should mainly promote cross- border

transnational and inter-

regional cooperation and assistance for the outermost regions , in
accordance with the principle of subsidiarity.

The total resources of the Funds for 1994- 99, as determined at
Edinburgh, are 141 billion ECU (1992 prices) which would mean a
Community initiatives envelope of between 7 and 14 bi II ion ECU.
Edinburgh European Council also
Within the Funds ' total

the

identified an amount for the Objective 1 regions as a whole and
within that , an amount for the four beneficiaries of the Cohesion
also stipulated that commitments under Objectives 2 3/4
and 5b should broadly maintain their present proportions relative
to each other. The implementation of future Community initiatives
wi II need to take account of these financial parameters.

Fund. It .

27. As par

t

Fund
oftheitsCommission hasfornow formally the
proposed that 10% of
amend i ng

proposa I s

St ructura I

regulations ,

all Structural Fund resources be allocated to Community

and

confirmed its wish to introduce a

initiatives

limited geographical

flexibility for these initiatives in the next phase.

28. The European Parliament has also recently expressed its views on
in its reaction to the Mid- Term Review. On
Community
the basis of the David report , the Parliament adopted a resolution
on 22 January 1993(1) in which it gave the following guidelines

initiatives

for the future:

link with the new problems which have resulted from
international developments, especially in Central and Eastern

Europe;
priority for the development of human resources and
fight against unemployment and social exclusion;

recognl t I

on of the need

for

the

to ant i~ i pate the process

industrial change and the evolution of production systems;

sol idarity towards

( 1)

OJ C 42 p. 211 of 15

islands and the ultra- peripheral regions;

January 1993.
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an effort to take into account environmental preoccupations
with a view to achieving sustainable economic development;
extension of inter-regional cooperation.
In its resolution number 11/93 of 10 March on the 1994 Prel iminary
10% of Fund
Draft budget , the Pari iament took the view
resources for Community initiatives was an " absolute minimum

that

General orlnciojes

29. Bearing in mind the rationale for Community initiatives set out
experience up to now , the
introduction and in
following general principles should influence the elaboration of

the light of

the

Communi t Y in

(a)

it i at i ves:

it is clear that the guiding principles underlying Structura.

programming, additionality and
pojjcles (concentratlon
artnership) which were confirmed at the Edinburgh European
Counci I , apply to Community initiatives;

in it iat i ves shou I d be coherent with other Commun i ty
el igible
pol icles.
regions take advantage of the Single Market;

(b)

Commun i ty

(c)

to help ensure the greater coherence of the planning process,
the broad priorities should be established and the Community

Structural Fund support should help

initiatives required to meet these should be decided in
princip1e, together with indicative financial allocations
account i ng for perhaps three quarters of the tota I resources

avai lable ,
(d)

before any of the CSFs are adopted;

the remaining amount should be kept in reserve for subsequent

allocation to respond to
I ncreased needs;

(e)

unforeseen problems

or

to meet

because of the I imited resources, Community initiatives, like
structural Policies generally, should concentrate on a limited

number of priorities. It

to translate the
is importantwhereby
the limited

priorities into a coherent framework

number of themes correspond to overall Community priorities
Structural Funds. Activities
Objectives of

and to
shou I d

the

the Community level

subsidiarity;
( f)

the

be i dent i f i ed as offer i ng added va lue

in accordance

where they correspond to the themes
interests of keeping the

if conducted at

with the principle of

identified and in

administrative . burden

the
to a minimum

extended , al though not in
all cases for the full six year period; moreover , a simplified
approach to the management of lnl t i at i ves shou I d be sought;

some ex i st i ng in i t i at i ves shou Id be
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initiatives laynched

by

the Commission

and

the detai led

guidelines governing their implementation should continue to
be the subject of opinions of the relevant Advisory Committees

of the Member states; of the European
of Representative$Economic
and Social Committee and the
Parliament; the
Committee of the Regions, but the procedures should be such as
to allow rapid adoption and implementation;

(h)

where appropriate, an integrated approach involving the

(i)

transnational and inter~regiohal cooperation is a method
work which should be a feature of many of the

different structural Funds should be pursued. Moreover , where
Community initiatives share complementary aims, this should be
ref I ected in a coherent approach;

initiatives

the next phase.

! .
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TOWARDS A FRAMEWORK FOR FUTURE COMMUN I TY I NIT I AT I VES

30. AS noted above , many prob I ems and pr i or i ties ex i st wh i ch COli I d
justify support from Community initiatives, but it is necessary to
make cho ices and adopt a focussed approach. Whil e not wish i ng to
pre-empt the debate on the appropriate framework , the Commission

initiate that debate by suggesting the following
structure, which pulls together a number of identifiable
priorities. The following themes could therefore provide a

wishes to

framework for the various

cross- border ,

initiatives:

transnational and inter-regional coOperation and

networks;

i i.

rural development;

i ii. outermost regions;
iv.

employment and the development of human resources;

the management of industr ial change.

Cross-border.

transnational and inter-reaional coooeration and

networks

31. The continuation of the type of activities pursued under INTERREG
is the subject of a broad consensus. For too long, many border
areas within the Community have lived back to back
low

with a

degree of economic and social integration. The first INTERREG
helped develop joint approaches to development

initiative has

between border regions. This is now all the more important in the
contex t of the comp

full Economic

I et i on of the Sing I e Mar ket and

in advance of

and Monetary Union. INTERREG wi II not by itself
bring about complete integration. Differences in fiscal and legal
systems and in
provisions will continue to influence
relations between border
INTERREG can
the
regions and their peoples closer together. The INTERREG initiative
ensures a
level of additionality of Community and

social

also

regions. But

bring

high

national expenditure.

far as

32. The Commission takes the view , as
cooperation on internal
borders is concerned , that
is not served by a series of
disjointed projects on either side of the border and that emphasis
should continue to be given to measures which create and develop
lasting frameworks for cooperative action in support of economic
development. The participation
regional and local authorities

this

and other

devising and implementing
for the

of

local partners including those. representing SMEs

i r success.

such measures is clearly very

important
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wide range of investments could be covered
including infrastructure and other types of measures promoting

33. Under INTERREG , a

cooperation. The Commission was particularly keen to promote the
latter category. Cross- border infrastructure remains, however , a
high priority. Transport infrastructures will be aided frOm the
Member States concerned), by the
Cohesion Fund (for

the four

spec if i c

for
transEuropean networks and from the EFTA
Financial Mechanism , not to mention by the Structural Funds through
budget line

priority for the

European Investment
the CSFs. They are also a
Bank, following the decision taken in the context of the growth
initiative at Edinburgh. There are however cross~border- transport
I inks, such as missing- I inks or bottlenecks, which are important
for the development of the border regiohs concerned. These should
be el igible for

assistance from INTERREG.

telematics and

Simi. larly, telecommunications

infrastructures should in principle be el

energy

igible. Cross- border

the

effective
communications and cooperation are essential for
functioning of the internal market and the opening up to the rest
of the Community of insular and isolated regions.
FJna1ly, there is the need for retraining sssistance in cases where

i vi ties connected to the ex i stence of a border are in a
process of change, particularly the customs sector following
INTERREG
completioh of the Single Market. Under the
initiative, a disappointing lack of priority was giveni sstoi onthe
prob I ems of customs agents and agenc i es , desp i te the Comm
encouragement to the Member States to include . such measures in

economi c act

first

their programmes. Given the continuing nature of these problems,
it wou

I d be appropr i ate tosuppor t such act ions.

34. Assistance with investments

physical

infrastructures may be
in
limits
of
eligibility,
whether
defined under the
hampered by the
Funds ' Objectives, or for the specific purpose of INTERREG, or by
the Community s external frontier. The Community needs to retain

the necessary flexibility, w.ithout the generalised extension of
el igible areas and without distorting the fair overall allocation
constraints on financing are
resources, so that
avo i ded.

of

artificial

35. As to the definition of areas

el igible for INTERREG internal

border

the Commission
considers that this should take in all border areas, regardless of
are
whether the areas concerned (exam! ned at the NUTS III
has
incorporated
the
5b.
It
,
2
or
el igible under Objective 1
cooperation programmes,

as already mentioned

I eve I)

necessary element of flexibility in its proposed changes to Article
11 of the FundS ' Coordination regulation (1) which is currently
under discussion in the Pari iament and the Counci I.

( 1) Regu I at Ion

4253/88
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36- I t has been suggested that e I ig i bJI i ty for

I NTERREG shoul

d al so be

extended to internal border areas separated by the sea. Up to now
this has only been granted in the case of cooperation between Kent
and Nord- Pas de Calais and between Corsica and Sardinia. There are
evident difficulties in making these exceptions the general rule.
determ i ne wh i ch
It wou I d be hard to estab I ish c I ear cr iter i
cases shou I d be i nc luded or exc I uded; and adm i t t i ng too many such

a to

areas would inevitably

result

in a dilution

of effort. The

Commission woUld prefer to maintain the general rule that maritime
borders do not qUa I i fy, wh i I e be i ng prepared to exam i ne spec if i

cases, especially where this would be of b.enefit to Objective
regions, to determine whether genuine cross- border cooperation
possibilities exist.
37. At the external borders, special problems arise where eligible

areas are islands, which is particularly the case in the Aegean

Sea.
the

These areas shou I d cont i nue to be he I ped through I NTERREG,
with attention being given to the specific difficulties faced by
islands, which have been recognised by the Commission

in its

report of December 1992 on the Aegean islands (1)

the

external borders, there are legal difficulties
spending Structural Funds outside the Community territory, even
adjoining
where direct economic advantage would arise
AlSO at

for the

Community region.

Coordination between INTERREG

and

external

financial instruments such as PHARE , where there is mutual interest
in cross- border cooperation , would provide a solution to this

constraint though it has been difficult to achieve this to

date.

The Par I lament has earmarked 15 Mi II ion ECU of PHARE funds for such
projects in 1993. It is hoped that some positive lessons may

emerge from this. It seems clear , however , that without further
external
coordination of INTERREG and
improvements in
f i nanc i a I instrument such as PHARE , the effect i veness of crossexternal borders wi II
border cooperation at the Community

the

the

constraJ ned. Where it takes pl ace. cooperat ion on external borders
should not , of course, be confined exclusively to infrastructure

I inks.
suggested that the scope of I NTERREG might be ex tended
between areas which are
not adjoining. Indeed , the Commission it$elf raised this question
at the Conference it held on inter-regional cooperation in December
explicitly
term " inter-regional cooperation
1992; and
ment ioned in the Edinburgh conclus ions. The Commi ss i on is strong I
in favour of cooperation between regions which have common problems
or common interests, or wh i ch see other reasons for shar i ng ef for ts
and experience- It provides financial support for such cooperation
in accordance with Article 10 of the ERDF Regulation (2)

38.. I t has been

to more general inter-regional cooperation

is

the

the

Commission is generally support'ive of inter-regional
cooperation between regional and local authorities, it remains to
convinced that such cooperation should be a priority
INTERREG. Such cooperation rarely involves physical projects.
It concerns principally the transfer of ideas and experience. The
I arge compared to the coamounts of money requ i red
financing of physical investment projects.

39. Whi Ie

be entirely

for

are not

(1) COM(92)569 final of 23 December 1992
(2) Regulation 4254/88
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It is difficult to establish uniform criteria for the selection of
could
cooperation networks and for allocating
be given to networking poorer regions with more prosperous ones
within the Community and also to networking community regions with

resources. Priority

those outside the community, for example, by continued funding for

the OUVERTORE and ECOS networks cooperating with regional and local
counterparts in central and eastern Europe.

In order to facilitate the full integration of businesses and in
enterprises into the Single
small and mediumMarket, support could be given to .stimulate cooperation between
intermediary organisations representing SMEs of border regions, and
also of poorer with more prosperous regions who wish to develop a
strategy through transfer of know-how or networks such as European
Economic Interest Groupings (EEIG), for example in the fields of
marketing, production, sub- contracting, research and technology

sized

particular

development and telecommunications.

40. The existing initiative REGEN addresses another aspect of cross-

by assisting the creation of energy links.
These play an important role in developing the internal energy
market and diversifying energy supply in Objective 1 regions. A
continuation of the REGEN initiative would permit the completion

border cooperation

of the projects already selected,stream.
from which it would be illogical
As far as other energy
to withdraw financing in midconsidered in the
projects are concerned,

this would have to be

light of what could also be done through the CSFs and transEuropean

network resources.
ii.

Rural development

41. A Community initiative specifically for rural development appears
particularly necessary at this time. The implementation of the
reform of the common agricultural policy, which was agreed in 1992
but the application of which begins this year, and the continuing
Community, demand
areas of
problems of
further intervention in this field.

the

the fragile rural

42. The institutional and other actors involved in rural development
agree that rural society today is undergoing major changes and that

new directions, new forms

of

rural development, new schemes

bringing together the various partners concerned, need to be found.
There is also agreement that these new directions are as yet ill-

defined and that Community- wide cooperation in this area would
provide a strong incentive to developing such ideas and sharing
experience throughout the Member States.

The following topics seem to be of top priority:
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innovation in responl\le to the problem$; of rural development
rural areas.
transnational cooperation
giving practical content 'to their sol idarity,
how between all the
sharing of projects . experience and knowcontext of a European
thl!l
Community,
In
the
relevant groups in
nl!ltwork of rural development groups.

project::; based in the

far that

However
43. The LEADEA initiative has already started to show the way.
the measures
it has become cl"Jar from experience so
of them
supported under LEADER could be improved. and that many
This type of

ized way.

would gain 1'rombeing managed In a decentral
assistance at
action Should be directed at:' strengthening technical demonstration
(oeat level. innovative Investment and
local development organi2;~tions but
orogrammes open not only to
groupings within ttle rural environment, and finally

regional and

also to other

rur~1 1ransn~tlonal cooperation projects.

of a European network of rur a I
44. LEADER hil!!!! shown the grea'C va lue
organized.
development groups, around which all the measures can be

widened to

The network already In place wOUld benefit from being government,
development: national
involved in
local development grouPS, sociore9 1 01"18 I
Its principal remit would be the exchange
economIc ~artners
investment
hOw,
especially that arising from
of experience and knowcQlJ.ld be further
projec't$ being fundjl)d. Its currentupactivities
European
Obse(va.tory for
a
enhlmced . In partlc:ular. by setting

rural
all thoseand local authorities.

. etc.

rural innovation.

go to Objective'
45. Most of the funding under thi$ Initiative would
However, a lImited oart of tne
regions and Obj!!ictlve 5(b) areas.
these areas, on terms and
funds avai lable col'Jd be used outside
the European networ1C
conditions to be defined. In
transfe.r of 1(now-

particular,

of experience
and the
could support the sharingtbrOUg~t
t~e Community,
hoW on rur~1 develoQm$nt
for i nnovat i 0(1 i is fel t &liIerywhere.

48. Other aSipact9
tmp I. ementi'iti

particuti.lt' the methods of
and
Ul'lctlng that most operational
1:8and
deeentral
ired),
doclaton. wouLd be
1';1'1 coo I d

need to be dlsC:USI$f.H1. in
01'\ (on the under'

project select ion
cnaracter i!J;t Jeg
supported.
t i i.

since the need

I oci& I QjtV$ t

o~t

grout'. whi

Op termost area3

nave
47. The European COuncil at EdinbUrgh and the Europe~n Par!iament
for a future
already identified the outermost regions as a priority
Their

Community initiative.

The Commission

shares

this view.

territory. as we. 11

as

remoteness, their small size and fragmented
islands) the relatively weaK and
(in the case of the Caribbean
Of the surrounding
insufficiently diversified state of the e-conorn'y.
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region ,

warrants a particular effort of solidarity on the part of

the Community. The Commission considers that the priority theme
identified in the present REGIS programme, namely the search for

products and services offering commercial opportunities which can
remain viable in the medium- term , remains valid. It is vital not
only to strengthen their indigenous economic base , but also to
improve their communications with the European mainland , if their
long term integration into the Single Market is to be successfully

pursued. At the same

every opportunity for economic
Community initiative additional to the Commu.nity Support
provides an opportunity to experiment with new
Framework
approaches to self- help, designed to break away from the
time,

cooperation with the surrounding regions, should be seized. The

trad it i ona

i v.

Emo I

I pat terns of dependence.

ovment and the deve I ooment of

n r esou ces

and creation of jobs is amongst the greatest
increasingly
challenges facing the Community as it moves

48. The maintenance

in an

competitive international environment towards the 21st century.
Human resources represent Europe s greatest asset in confronting
this challenge, which takes two forms: on the one hand , there
an urgent need to develop and maintain th.e

Community s competitive

edge and at the same time to avoid exacerbation of the problem of
u.nemployment by ensuring that the existing workforce is capab. le of
adapting to the constantly evolving pattern of production through
training and continuous re-ski II ing; on the .other hand , there
the requirement to address the problem of unemployment by creating
new job opportunities, in particular through carefully targeted
context special
training measures and employment aids.

attention wJlj need

In this

to

be paid to encouraglng

the

better

integration of women into the workforce. A particular effort will
also be required to help those who are exposed to exclusion from
labour market to obtain stable and secure employment. The

the

promotion of the transfer of

appl ied research should also

innovation and the development of

be encouraged.

challenge facing the Community must be addressed
through a much wider range of measures. The primary responsibi I i ty

49. The employment

rests with Member States themselves. The mainstream actions of
including through
role to
Social Fund have a
i
ve
4.
Ob
ject
env
i
saged
under
ant i c i pat i ve measures

the

vital

play

50. Recently the Commission has launched a Community-wide framework
for employment which starts from the principle that growth alone
will not provide the jobs that are needed to reduce unemployment
Communi ty proceeds towards a
systematic analysis of the underl.y:i.ng structural problems which
cause Europe to generate fewer jobs per percentage point of growth
than our main competitors, a Community initiative can play a vital
role in underpinning the process of experimentation and innovation

over the next decade. As the

required to test the emerging pol icy priorities.
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51. The particular added value which a Community initiative can bring
is significant and widely accepted. This is clear
from the progress made under the first set of Community initiatives
with EUROFORM, NOW and HORIZON. The Community value-added would
come in part from the transnational comparative element , combined
with the explicit search for the underlying policy lessons to be

in this area

drawn and the mechan i SinS needed to ensure not on

but also their mainstream

application.

I y thei

r d

i ffus i

As for the other

initiatives, the added~value of the proposed initiative wou. ld also
come from its scope for encouraging innovation , from its ability to

ensure the involvement of people at local level and from the
targeting as appropriate of particular groups. The experience

gained under the existing human resource initiatives should now b
bui It upon and taken further in a more integrated and pol icy- driven
way with a view to ensuring
innovative and transnational
character of Community initiatives can be fUlly exploited.

that the

a single framework human resource initiative would
of
make an essential contribution to confronting the challenges facing

52. The creation

the

Community. It woUld provide a Community-wide platform of
support for innovation and the exploration of new solutions, given
the diverSity of practices in the Member
The initiative
would contain five distinct but clearly interactive strands:

States.

increasing the
unemployment at local level

underpinning innovative approaches

to

employment- intensity of growth (including, for example, the
development

of

actions to combat

and with particular reference to SMEs);

facilitating the adaptation

of

the existing workforce to

industrial and technological change with particular reference
to the new Objective 4;
promoti ng equa

the I abour

I oppor tun it i es for

men and women in

respect of

market;

assisting those who for one reason or another are exposed to
exclusion from the labour market (reflecting the new priority
specifically identified under the new Objectjve 3); and

promoting the transfer of innovation and the development
applied research
Objective regions,
including through the development of new qualifications and

in particular in

ski lis.
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53. The advantage of combining these five distinct strands in a single
strands,
in ensuring that all
initiative would
,
would
benefit from an active crosswhich have much in common
ferti I isation of ideas and experience. such an approach would also
facilitate a streamlined administration in the human resource field

the

I ie chiefly

a more rational use of transEuropean
all levels including
at
networks. It
a I so ensure a better , shared use of common
wou I d

technical assistance faci I ities, reducing overall cost. Finally it
coherent and coord i nated approach to mon i tor i ng,
wou I d perm it
evaluation and the dissemination of results.

54. The main objective would be to encourage trans- European innovative
actions across all the strands, building on the experience not only
of

the previous human

resource

initiatives but also on the

Community s education and training programmes, the human resource
aspects of the research and development framework programmes, the
developing shared
social action programmes and
Community

policy analysis
emp I oyment

emerging from

the
the Community-wide framework for

.

55. A key feature would be the need to build bridges between the

actions which the

pi lot

initiative would finance and the mainstream

Member state and Community human resource policies. This
newly adopted Counci I
especially important in relation to

the

recommendation on access to training in firms. The involvement of
industry, local employment partnerships, unions, training providers
and the many voluntary groups already active in the field will be

the

cooperation
crucial. It woUld be essential to build on
developed by the social partners through their joint opinions
formulated in the framework

wou I d

of

the social dialogue. The

a I so serve as a good veh i c I e to

initiative

I op a bot tom-up approach
i ence, comm i tment and ins i ght
deve

and draw as appropr i ate on the exper
which exists at local and regional level.

56. The approach would be horizontal and not geographically targeted
although it is clear given the financial parameters for Community
initiatives that there will be a particular emphasis on the needs
the
of
least prosperous regions. It is also clear that many
local
or
regional
in
practice
have
a
pilot activities funded would

of the

contex t and focus.

57. As indicated

the priorities will be to promote
the active workforce. The
the
s this priority as at

earlier one of
integration of women into
Commission does not , however exclude
separate and specific initiative to addres.

better

possibi I ity

of

present but considers that the problems concerned can be addressed
most effectively as a distinct strand within a coherent approach
to human resources and the I abour market rather than as an issue
quite separate from employment poltcy . as a whole.
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The manaaement of i ndust ria I
58. The Community

change

industrial landscape continues to be characterised

relatively strong presence of traditional sectors , partly
restructured but st i II I i abl e to shed I arge numbers of jobs in the
restructuring. These industries tend to be
process of
regionally concentrated. More modern sectors in which it is vital
that the Community maintains its competitivity and thus its share

further

in world markets, are also facing the need to adapt in the face of

competitive pressures

in

the increasingly globalised economy.

Technological change, which affects their products, their processes
and their organisation of work , is accelerating; and the need to
respond to env i ronmenta I concerns imposes add it i ona I demands.

59. The Community

structural policies need

to

support the

diversification of regions which are heavily dependent on sectors
facing heavy job losses and to assist the process of industrial
adaptation , especially adaptation of the workforce. These tasks
are principally those of Objectives 2 and 4 of the Structural Funds
and of actions corresponding to these Objectives in Objective
regions. There is a role here for Community initiatives. Clearly
a human resources initiative (see section iv. above) would make an

important contr ibut ion.
60. Community action to help with the economic and social consequences
industrial sectors (in the past
of sectoral crises
steel , shipbuilding, coal , textiles) has formed part of an overall

in traditional

package of measures and po I i c i es in
due to its

wh

i ch the Communi 1y is i nvol ved
es. I n the coal and stee

competences under the Treat i

the

ng.

ECSC Treaty, the Community
sectors, still governed by
The reference to
competences are even more far-reach i
implementation of other
problems directly associated with

the

Community pol icies and affecting the socio-economic situation of
regions in Article 3. 2 of the ERDF Regulation envisaged
actions similar to RESIDER and RENAVAL which ante- dated the reform.
special effort in favour of
In March this year , the need
regions affected by the crisis in the steel industry was raised
Industry Council and the Commission has already indicated its
will i ngness to propose a new RES I DER programme.

for a

the

61. Against this background , programmes in favour of regions dependent
text i les and
losses in the coal , steel
and/or facing

on

job

defence sectors could be

justified. At this

stage, there is a

justification for successor programmes to RECHAR and RESIDER though
not necessari Iy lasting for the whole of the next financing period.
RETEX is already planned to continue unti I 1997. In launching
KONVER , the Parliament made clear that it intended this to become a
multiannual Community initiative and this could initially cover the
The focusQn prob I ems ar is i ng from
per iod up to the end of

1997.

industrial sectors should not necessarily be exclusive.
In particular , restructuring of the troubled fisheries

crises in
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sector could also give rise to problems which might merit targeted
regional conversion measures in addition to the assistance which
wi II already be avai table through the CSFs.

62. Events affecting

the defence sector ,

which led to

initiative, illustrate the need for flexibility in the

the KONVER

geographical

sectora I cr i ses. These
responsible
for the Commission
considerations were partly

scope of reg i ona I programmes respond i ng to

proposal to amend Article 11 of the coordination regulation (1) in
this sense. The desirabi I ity of I imiting geographical flexibi I ity

and avoiding a wholesale wldenJng of el Igibl I J ty for

argument for reta

is an added

type.

i n i ng Commun

i ty

CSF asslstance

in it i at i ves of

th i s

63. The previous few paragraphs deal with problems which have already
is preferable, where possible. to anticlpate problems

arisen. It
before they

arise and to be able to

take action to facilitate

industrial change in a manner which I imits as far as possible the
regional and social impact and to grasp opportunities provided by
the comp I et i on of the Si ng I e Market. Such an approach was foreseen
in COM 2000 and should be a key element of this theme of managing

j ndustrl a I

change.

is particularly important to accompany training and re-ski II ing
I inked to industrial change in modern , highly performing
new
sectors. This could be done, for example, by setting
large
firms
and
their
arrangements to foster cooperation between
could also be done by means of a supplementary
accelerate the diversification of the local economy of
losses. Such
shown to
assistance need not necessarily be confined to eligible areas, but
use could be made of the limited geographical flexibility to assist
this process in non-el igible areas. Again , the Commission would
particularly welcome the views of the economic and social partners
as to the type of actions it might be useful to support and the
cr iter j a by whi ch the areas most in need of such add it i onal suppor t

64. It

actions

up

sub-contractors. It

effort to
areas

be at risk of significant job

could be identified.

Objective 1 regions especially those in the four least
prosperous Member States, it might be appropriate to supplement
support given through the CSFs and human resource initiative by
the
assistance from an initiative to help industry to face
Market.
Single
challenges I inked to the implementation of the
Firms in these regions often lack the capacity themselves to

65. In

develop outlets and may not have avai table to them locally services

of a quality comparable

to those in more developed areas. The
possibility of providing assistance, for example, to improve the

quality and design of product~, to

facilitate the tr.ansfer of

technology and to develop financiai"' services should be considered.
Many Of the measures currently financed under STRIDE , PRISMA and
TELEMATIQUE could be

integrated within such an

approach. A

particular feature of such an action would be to help these regions
draw on the experience of the more developed regions through

( 1) Regu I at ion

4253/88

. /.
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cooperation networks. Particular attention would be paid to the
problems of SMEs and organisations offering business services to
them.

Actions which can be transferred to Community SuDDort Frameworks in the
next Deriod

66. I t

wi II be noted that the above framework wou

initiatives

I d not accommodate as

such the renewal of Community
in the fields currently
cOvered by ENVIREG, STRIDE , PRISMA, TELEMATIQUE , though as noted
above, a number of the measures present I y covered by them cou I d
continue under the human resources or industrial change themes.
67. So far as concerns ENVIREG, the Cohesion Fund wi II bring new (and
much larger) resources to bear in
area of env i ronmenta I
protection and improvement. While only four Member States are
Cohesion Fund assistance, those concerned have been
the main recipients of ENVIREG financing. Objective 1 , 2 and 5b
areas not covered by the Cohesion Fund wi II be able to seek support

the

el igible for

their CSFs. It

is therefore

CSFs or Cohesion
Transnational networking and
the environmental field can be continued separately.

cooperation in

for similar measures through

reasonable to assume that the bulk of the act ions funded under
ENVIREG, especially infrastructures, can now be financed under the

Fund.

68. PRISMA and TELEMATIQUE for their part have produced valuable new
actions in their respective areas, but the programme s tended to be
ery small , especially by Objective 1 standards and now that these
types of actions have been launched
is reasonable to expect
that at least part of these measures wi II be incorporated in the
mainstream of the CSFs or assisted under the human resources or
industrial change themes. The same is probably true of many of the
actions pursued under STRIDE. However , the Commission does attach
particular importance to increased attention being paid to research
and technology development in its structural actions in Objective

, it

regions and would

not definitively

rule out at

this stage

extension of STRIDE as a separate initiative for at least part of
the new planning period.

F i nanc i a I and manaaement Quest ions
69. The Commission considers it premature to give indications about the
allocation of resour. ces to different themes and initiatives before
the total funding has been
Assuming a total envelope of
14 bi II ion ECU, however , 10.
ion ECU (up to 75%) could be
allocated to the
in the above framework and
remaining 3. 5 ~
bi II ion ECU .
in reserve
later

settled.

5 bill
initiatives outlined

ajlocation. ,
the

kept

for
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70. Resources to be allocated to extended or renewed initiatives under
all themes would need to take account , where appropriate, of the

needs of the new German Lander , wh

i ch have

not been UP to now

recipients of assistance under Community initiatives (except KONVER
in 1993). Funding for
initiatives should reflect the overall

all

increase in Fund resources and the reduction in the number of
initiatlves should resu1t in generally larger initiatives and fewer
small programmes at the operational level.

71. Discussions on simplifying the programming process are at present
going on in the context of the examination of the Fund regulations.
The Commission is committed to further measures of simpl ification
improvement of evaluation
and decentralisation , but also to
monitoring and financial control. On the question of financial
control , it has to be borne in mind that the Budget Authority has
created separate lines for Community initiatives, which makes a
cont i nued separate programmi ng of these funds necessary. At the
management level , more programmes than at present under Community
initiatives can be handled in the same Committee structures as for
programmes under the CSFs.

the

CONClUS I ON

72. The present Green Paper is put forward for consultation , not as
formal proposals. The Commission has set out its views
I ine with the positions it has taken previously, in particular
COM 2000 and its proposed mod if i cat ions to
Func;l regu I at ions;

set of

the

has reached no final decisions and would welcome
contributions from a wide range of interested parties to its
reflections about the priorities for and content of future
but it

Community initi. atives. The

selection of initiatives must reflect a

broad consensus about priorities,

especially given the need for

Member States and regions to provide matching

funding.

. /.
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ANNEX

EXISTING COMMUNITY INITIATIVES

Existing initiatives may be grouped und$r seven headings:

The integration

of

least

the

deve lop.sd

rag ions

i nterna i market

into the

This group of initiatives was focUsed exclusively or mainly on
regions and sought to bring extra resources to
bear to overcome the
in know- how in specific areas

Objective 1

shortfall
which created obstacles to development. The measures
supported had in many cases been the

subject of only limited

suppor t under the CSFs.

STRIDE(1) 460 mi II ion Ecu

from ERDF and ESF (1990- 93)(2)

The aim of STRIDE is to strengthen the capacity for innovation
and technological development in Objective 1 regions , where a
lack of facilities and investment has been identified
compared with Community averages; and to improve participation
by research centres and institutes and firms in those regions

serious

in Community and international research . programmes and
networks. It also helps to develop links between research and
industry, both in Objective 1 regions and in Objective 2
areas. 80% of STRIDE' s resources are allocated to Objective

regions.
TELEMAT I QUE ( 3 )

233 mi II ion EcU

TELEMAT I QUE promotes

from ERDF (1991- 93)

t he use of advanced te I ecommun i ca t ions

services in Objective 1

regions , particularly through

better

access to advanced services avai lable elsewhere in the
Community. It reinforces the process begun under the
progr amme to encourage the use of advanced

services by small and medium-Sized

STAR

tel ecommun i ca t ions

firms and helps them to

create or develop such services themselves.

(1) Offici. al Journal C196 of 4 August 1990 p.
(2) The amount given in each case is the contribution from the

Structural Funds or ,

where appropriate, other Community grant

instruments , which are subject to the intervention cei I ings laid
down. E I B and in some cases ECSC loans may be comb i ned wit h

grants, where physical investments are concerned.
(3) Official Journal C33 of 8 February 1991 p.
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PR

I SMA ( 1)

114 mi II ion Ecu from

ERDF (1991- 93)

PRISMA helps to improve infrastructure and business services
in Objective 1 regions so that firms in these regions can
participate in and benefit from the completion of the single

market.

The measures supported are:

creation and upgrading

of cal ibration
fact I ities and services for businesses

quality policy in firms,

and metrology

in suppor t

technical assistance for SMEs both with regard to public
contracts and to help them prepare for the discontinuation
of measures under Article 115 of the EEC Treaty.

i i. .

Protection of the environment and the promotion of sustainable

development
ENV IREG( 2)

580 mi II ion Ecu from all

three Structural Funds

( 1990-93)
The aim of ENVIREG is to improve and protect the

environment

and to foster economic development , principally in Objective
reg ions. The focus is on coasta I areas and in par tj cu I ar on
environmental problems which affect tourism , with an emphasis
on measures to prov i de and improve know- how.

The measures eligible for co- financing

a. reduction of pollution

in coastal areas and in particular:

treatment and recyc ling of

agr i cu I tura I

are:

waste water and so lid waste,

use of compost and

sewage,
treatment of ballast

0 i I Y and other

res

sludge from urban

, washing and bi Ige water containing

i dues;

b. planning of land use in

coastal

areas (protect ion of

natural beauty and biotopes);

c. better management of tox

( i nf r ast ructures

i c and hazardous i ndustr i al waste

and stud i es) ;

d. strengthening of know- how and training relating to

these

measures.
Mediterranean coastal areas eligible under other
can also benefit from measures (a), (b) and (d).

i ca I Journa I C33 of 8 February 1991
(2) Official Journal C115 of 9 May 1990

(1) Off

, p. 9

Objectives
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i i i. Assistance to outenllost regions
REGI S( 1)

234 mi II ion from all

three Structural Funds

( 1990- 93 )

is to

improve the socio-economic
The aim of this initiative
Community:
integration of the most remote regions of

the

French Guyana, Mart in i que, Reun I on

Guade I oupe.
I s lands, Azores and Madei

ra.

Canary

activities by

developing
It helps them to diversify their
local market , the markets of
products and services for
neighbouring countries and the Community market. Emphasis is

the

given to forms of tour ism wh i ch do

environment. Training

with an eye to

potential of .

not endanger the

measures are included

new economic

particularly

opportunities based on

the

ach region and offering prospects of medium- term

viability. It

also helps them improve

transport

links

especially with the Community.

Cross- border

cooperat Ion and networks

INTERREG is the largest of existing initiatives in terms of
resources and also benefits from a supplementary envelope
ERDF
drawn from funds avai1able under Artlcle 10 of
Regu I at ion , to prov i de I im i ted support for measures in areas

the

not el i~lble under Objectives

1 , 2 and 5b , but adjoining such

a border. REGEN has a very specific focus energy infrastructure links - and comprises only a limited

areas across

number of major projects designed to
transEuropean network in th is sector.
I NTERREG( 2)

914 mi II ion Ecu
(1990- 93) plus

This initiative was

complete the

from all three Structural Funds
100 mi II ion from Article 10 ERDF

devised to help border regions to prepare
single market
through greater
cooperat ion between regions stradd ling nat iona I borders, but
al so through ass i stance to rev ita I i se the econom i es of areas

for the large

principally

on the Community s external borders.

(1) Official Journal C196 of 4 August 1990 p.
(2) Officiai Journal C215 of 30 August 1990
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INTERREG is

Th~ range of m~asures that may be supported under
very wide. What distinguishes them is the contribution they
make to establ ishing lasting cooperative frameworks for action

previously fragmented by the
national border. The active participation of

in areas where efforts w~re

existence of a
for
regional and local authorities is a necessary conditionjoint
the success of INTERREG. The Commission encourages the
presentation and Implementation of programmes.

REGEN( 1)

347 mi II ion Ecu from ERDF

(1990- 93)

REGEN assists the development of networks to carry

natural gas

thus helps to

and electricity to Objective
extend the .Internal market In energy, as well as diversifying
the sources of energy supply for the regions concerned and

1 regions and

thus reducing thel r dependence on oi I.
Eligible projects:

a. bui Iding natural gas networks

In Portugal and Greece,

b. I inking up the natural gas networks
Uni ted Kingdom

i I ding
Sardinia,

c. bu

gas network

natura I

d. link i ng up the natura I

of Ireland and the

cover Cors I ca and
Spai nand Por tuga I,

to

gas networks of

e. linking UP the electricity networks of Italy and

Diversification of

activity

dependent on sectors In

Industr i al

Greece.

areas heavily

cr is Is

under

The RESIDER and RENAVAL programmes were already in place
mi II ionEcu
the pre-reform regulations, contributing about 565
steel and shlpbui Idlng areas. The Commission added to
latter receiving
these the RECHAR and RETEX

to

funding only

In 1993

initiatives, the
therefore already intended in

and

97).
principle to continue Into the next planning period (1994the
defence
areas
hit
by
he
I
p
KONVER wh i ch is des i gned to
rundown, may also be considered under th.is category.

(1) Official Journal C326 of 28 December 1990 p.
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RECHAR( 1) - 369 mi

II Ion Ecu

( 1989- 93)
- UP to 120
the ECSC

from the ERDF and

mi II ion Ecu in

theESF

interest subsidies from

II ion Ecu in supplementary aid for
readaptation in 1990 under Article 56 of the ECSC

- 40 mi

Treaty.
RECHAR provides additional Community support for the economic

and social conversion

of 28

designated coal-mining areas,

mainly through efforts to create new economic activities, to
develop existing ones, to restore the environment , to promote
tourism and support vocational training.

Supplementary social measures are also avai lable under E.CSC
which extent support to programmes to help the least-~ual ified
to find new jobs, transitional aid for those starting new jobs

and ear I Y ret i rement.
RETEX(2) 100 mi II ion Ecu from ERDF and ESF (1993)

(400 mill ion Ecu anticipated for
Retex aims to

1994- 97)

accelerate the diversification of

economic

activities in areas heavily dependent on the textiles and
clothing sector and to encourage the adjustment of
commercially viable businesses in . all

industrial sectors.

The co- f i nanced measures I nc I ude i mprovi ng know- how and
encouraging innovation through advisory services, special ised

technical input and cooperation schemes; vocational training;

rehab! I it at Ion of land and
venture cap ita I and loans.
KONVER

buildings;

and improving access to

130 mi II ion Ecu from ERDF andESF (1993)
(1993 Budget commentary foresees Its cont
1994 and beyond)

i nua t ion

designed to help . areas affected by the
rundown of defence-re. lated industries and mi I itary
Installations. To ensure commitment of the 1993 budget

This initiative is

ad hoc basis this year and

allocations, it Is being run on an

Member States have been invited to submit their proposed
programmes. The new German Lander are el igible, which is not

the case

for

other ex i st i ng i ni t i at iyes. The range of

measures covered

refl ects

the c I ass i c mi

x

tra i n i ng,
of typically

innovation and environmental rehabi I itation measures

used in reconversion programmes.

(1) Official Journal C20 of 27 January 1990 and C185 of 26 July 1990
(2) Official Journal C142 of 4 June 1992 p.
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vi.

links between schemes to develop the rural economy

LEADER 1

ECU 450 mi II ion from all three Structural Funds
( 1991- 93)

The purpose of LEADER I s to encourage an approach to rura
deve I opment based on programmes suppor ted by I oca I deve lopment
structures in Objective 1 regions and Objective 5(b) areas.
Community part- financing takes the form of global grants.

In

LEADER supports integrated programmes
this context
covering a broad range of eligible measures: promotion of
rural development , vocational training and employment aid
rural tourism , small and medium-sized business sector , craft
industries and services , improving the value-added of local

agricultural and forest products,
development groups including

An essent i a

I

aspect of LEADER is

Community network uniting

facilities

telecommunications.

for local

the estab I i shment of

a

groups
all the local development
is the sharing

involved Jn the init1atJve , the role of which
of exper ience and the transfer of know- how.

vi i.

Promotion of a Community dimension to vocational training and

professional integration

The principal purpose
fie I

of the Community

initiatives in

the

d of human resources, EUROFORM , NOW and HOR I ZON , is to add

a Community dimension to vocational training and employment

promotion. In so doing, the initiatives aim
economic and social cohesion in

act ions a I ready undertaken in the

to

strengthen

the Community, reinforce

framework of other Commun i ty

the field of training and socio-vocational
rehabi I itation and to complement employment promotion measures
financed by the structural Funds in particular by the

programmes in

European Social Fund. The initiatives promote the development

practices among institutions and
of common concepts andfield
training and
of vocational
professionals in the
the exchange of
employment promotion. By facilitating

innovative experience, the initiatives promote the transfer of

know- how to the less deve loped reg ions of the Commun i ty.
EUROFORU2

The

ma i n

302 mil I ion Ecu

from ESF and ERDF (1990- 93)

objective of EUROFORM is to establish

the fields of

partnerships in
employment creation.

It

voca t i ona I

Concerned with

transnational
t ra i n i ng and

new training

Qua I if i cat ions, new sk i II sand the job opportunities generated
Single
completion of
techno I og i ca I change and

by

Market.

33.
1991
OJ No C 73 , 19.
OJ No C 327 , 29. 12. 1990, p.

the

the
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The initiative is designed to reinforce related Community
wi th transnat ional cooperation in
programmes which

deal

training and employment , namely FORCE , EUROTECNET , LEDA and
ERGO.

HOW( 1 )

153 mi II ion from ESF

and ERDF (1990- 93)

The NOW initiative aims to promote equal ity of opportunity for

women in respect of employment and vocational training.
prospects of women inter alia by
aims to boost

concentrat i ng

the job

on sectors of potent

i a I

job growth, by promot i ng

appropriate training and guidance for women who set up

own firms and a I so through
facilities.
NOW is

an integral

the prov i si on

their

of ch i I dcare

part of the Third Medium Term Action

Programme on Equal Opportunities and aims to reinforce related

Community programmes and networkS

namely IRIS

LEI and

CH I LDCARE.

HORIZON(2)

305 mi II ion Ecu

from ESF and ERDF (1990- 93)

The HORIZON initiative is targeted at disabled and
disadvantaged people and aims to

economic integration.

faci

itate their social and

in

and

Trhough vocational training
new technologies
the
infrastructure, HORIZON aims
improve the
adapt ion
conditions of access of handicapped people to
labour

of

market. Through
projects ,

to

the promotion of

the

transnational pilot

HORIZON aims to improve knowledge of the problems of
the deter
the soc io-

iorat ion of
disadvantaged groups.
of certain
aims to promote the socio-economic

long- term unemployment and

economic situation

addition, the initiative

integration of people abruptly confronted by a

new socio-

economic situation.
HOR IZON aims to re

i nforce HELLOS,

HANDYNET and POVERTY II I .

(1) OffIcial Journal C372 of 29 December 1990
(2) Official Journal C327 of 29 December 1990 p.

